
of political and. economic events and. circumstances isetgl that is brought

in incidentã.lly in the Bible as.a background to the rue purposes of theBible.

Whereerit touches upon this, it & gives a true picture as it does wherever

it touches upon ±mu science of any kind. It is not a text book from which

we can write a geology or a biology or an astronomy or a history in a political

sense. Consequently this man who is perhaps one of the most important kings who

ever reigned in the northern kingdom is here passed over in a very *x few

verses. From the viewpoint of the relation of God to this peoplendx the

results of what Omri did. were trememdously important, but what he did itself i

not particularly important in the Biblical picture. Why do we think that Omri

is one of the most important kings in the history of the kings of Israel? The

verse here bat led. us to that belief was the fact that txx in Assyrian

records the people C~ysy_1\ across in Mesopotamia. We find in later years

(there is no reference to Omri in his life timebut in later years we find, referring

to Qmri in such a way to show that they considered. him as on of the most impor

tant of the kings, almost as the founder of the kingdom of Israel, the second

founder of the Israelite monarch. We find, that they refer to the land. of Israel

as the land of Omri years after the reign of Omri. We find that they refer to

the kings of Israel as the house of Omri. We find that they refer to Jehi as k ng

of Israel about fifty years later as a soil of Omri even though he was the man who

had killed the déscendents of Omri. The Assyrians refer to him as. a son of Omri2.

In other words, they though of Omri as the z founder of the Israelite monarchy

±cix to the extent that any subsequent king was called the son of Omri.

That is a pretty great recognition for a man.1s name to receives' far across the

desert in Assyria. It is a pretty good. hint that Omri was a man who established

things on a very firm foundation. Further proof of this is that his dynasty lasted.

longer than x that of any previous time. He was succeeded not by-one

uccessor as in the case of the previous k ngs but by three successors of his

own dynasty before the dynasty was put to an end. For further evidence we find
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